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Auto/Mate Announces Integration with 700Credit, Providing
Auto Dealers With Complete Access to Credit Services
ALBANY, N.Y. – January 30, 2013 – Auto/Mate Dealership Systems
(http://www.automate.com) announced today that its AMPS Dealership
Management System (DMS) is fully integrated with 700Credit, the automotive
industry’s leading provider of consumer credit reporting and compliance
products. Auto dealerships using AMPS now have complete, seamless access to
700Credit’s web-based credit reporting system and its numerous compliance and
consumer information products.
“Having a fully integrated solution enables dealerships to instantly send
and receive credit data, saving time and allowing them to service their customers
more efficiently,” said Mike Esposito, President and CEO of Auto/Mate.
“Additionally, access to 700Credit’s compliance solutions helps dealers to stay
compliant with the growing number of regulations, and to avoid costly mistakes.”
700Credit offers a variety of credit reporting services including credit
reports and FICO scores; compliance solutions including Adverse Action, OFAC
terrorist screening, Score Disclosure, Fraud Detection and “RedFlag” identity
theft program requirements.
“The integration with Auto/Mate’s DMS gives more than 900 dealerships
complete, instant access to our credit reporting and compliance solutions,” said
Ken Hill, Managing Director with 700Credit. “In today’s market the ability to save
time and not have to worry about the legal ramifications of various regulations
brings dealers’ peace of mind while increasing profitability.”

About 700Credit
700Credit is the automotive industry's leading solution for credit reporting and
compliance products and services. Products and services offered include credit
reports, OFAC compliance, adverse action, fraud detection, score disclosure,
online credit applications and more. 700Credit exists to provide its clients with the
highest quality data in the most time efficient manner possible. For more
information, visit: www.700credit.com.
About Auto/Mate
Auto/Mate Dealership Systems is a leading provider of dealership
management system (DMS) software to retail automotive dealerships. Its
Automotive Management Productivity Suite (AMPS) is a user-friendly, featurerich dealership management software in use by more than 900 auto dealers
nationwide. Auto/Mate offers the best customer service in the industry; the
company received top satisfaction rankings in NADA’s most recent DMS provider
survey.
Auto/Mate’s employees have more than 300 years of combined
experience working in auto dealerships – the foundation of its “designed by car
people, for car people” slogan. For more information, visit www.automate.com,
follow us on Twitter @AutoMateDMS and subscribe to our blog at
http://blog.automate.com
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